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Abstract 
Slipping is a major cause of injury and hospitalization in the United States and globally. Slipping occurs when the 
instantaneous friction between the shoe and floor is less than the required friction. While floor roughness is a key 
factor contributing to friction, prior investigations have primarily used stylus profilometry, which is incapable of 
measuring roughness at small scales, below approximately 1 micron in lateral size. In the present research, the small-
scale roughness was quantified using cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Three different flooring 
materials were investigated, including tiles of ceramic and two different types of quarry stones, whose friction 
coefficients had been previously characterized. The surfaces were cross-sectioned, imaged at magnifications from 250 
to 100,000 times, and then the surface profiles were extracted using image analysis. The SEM topography was 
combined with stylus profilometry measurements, using the power spectral density (PSD), to achieve multi-scale 
characterization of features ranging from a scan size of 4 mm down to a resolution of 10 nm. The results demonstrate 
meaningful differences in topography at different length scales, where surfaces with widely varying roughness at one 
scale were indistinguishable at another. The measurements further showed that floor-tile roughness has self-affine 
fractal-like character, with hierarchical roughness extending from the micron-scale down to the nanoscale, much of 
which is undetectable using conventional techniques. Overall, this research supports the investigation of small-scale 
roughness as a potential missing factor in the understanding of floor topography and its causal effect on slip-and-fall 
accidents.  
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 The Importance of Slips, Trips, and Falls 
 
Falls due to slipping and tripping are a major cause for occupational injuries at work in the United States as well as 
other developed countries. For example, a 2018 report from the U.S. Department of Labor showed that falls 
contributed to about 27% of all non-fatal occupational injuries leading to days away from work, affecting more than 
a quarter of a million workers [1]. In other developed countries like the UK and Sweden, slips, trips, and falls 
contributed to 20-40% of total occupational injuries [2, 3]. In 2007, the related medical cost in the United States was 
$7.7 billion [4, 5]. In 2019, injuries due to falls on the same level were about $10.4 billion [6]. Among all fall injuries, 
slipping is a very common initiating event. Previous investigations show that slipping accounts for over 40% 
slip/trip/fall-related injuries [3, 7]. In a study on slip events in US restaurants, Verma et al. found that a full-time 
worker experienced 2.6 major slips per year on average [4]. Overall, slipping is a common occupational accident, and 
requires continuing research to reduce its incidence. Slipping occurs, when the available coefficient of friction (COF) 
between the shoe and the floor is less than the required COF for gait (which has a mean between 0.17-0.22 for level 
and straight walking) [8–10]. While friction does not always vary linearly with load, there is prior work supporting 
the relevance of COF to slipping incidence [8, 11]. Furthermore, it is common practice in the shoe-floor community 
to use COF as a key metric; therefore, this convention will be used throughout this paper. In a slipping scenario, the 
interaction involves the surface of the elastic shoe rubber and the surface of the (comparatively rigid) floor tile, often 
with a lubricant or contaminant layer between them. It should be noted that various factors influence shoe-floor friction, 
including floor tile roughness [12, 13], lubricant conditions [13], testing conditions such as the slipping speed [14, 15], 
and the shoe-sole pattern design [13, 16]. The lubrication regime relevant to shoe-floor-contaminant slips, which is 
described by the Stribeck curve [14, 17], can influence the parameters relevant to friction [16, 18]. For treaded shoes 
with sufficient channels, slipping commonly occurs in the boundary lubrication regime [19–21]. Therefore, this 
investigation focuses specifically on these conditions and the effect of surface topography of flooring tiles on this 
regime.   

 
1.2 Conventional Roughness Metrics Predict Behavior in Some Contexts, But are Generally Insufficient to 
Predict Friction 
 
Conventional investigations into the contribution of floor roughness on COF typically follow national and 
international standards for topography measurement, such as ISO-4287 [22] and ASME B46 [23], and therefore focus 
mainly on scalar parameters to describe the topography. In these studies, a sharp-needle stylus profilometer is used to 
measure the surface height as a function of lateral position (which is called the “traced profile”). Per ISO standards 
[24], Gaussian filters are applied to the traced profile to separate it into a linear combination of three contributions 
from different size scales: (1) the longest-wavelength contribution is deemed the “waviness” W; (2) the medium-
wavelength contribution to topography is called the “roughness” R; and (3) the shortest-wavelength contribution is 
deemed to be measurement noise and is discarded. The exact cutoff for these regions can vary as described in Ref. [25], 
but a common choice is as follows: topography with lateral scales larger than 800 µm is considered waviness; size 
scales between 2.5 and 800 µm are considered roughness; and any topography with lateral scales less than 2.5 µm is 
discarded as noise. Then statistical parameters are computed from the filtered height data, such as average deviation 
of the waviness from the midline 𝑊! or root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of the roughness from the midline 𝑅". 
Finally, statistical methods are typically used to derive empirical relationships between the scalar topography 
parameters and the COF. For example, Derler et al. measured the surface topography of flooring and found correlations 
of barefoot friction with the roughness parameters Pz (average height difference between highest peaks and lowest 
valleys) as well as with the slope of surface peaks [26]. Additionally, for shoe-floor friction, Chang et al. measured 
roughness parameters (e.g. 𝑅!, 𝑅#$, 	𝛥!) and waviness parameters (e.g. 𝑊%$, 	𝑊𝛥") and assessed their contribution 
to COF using a multiple linear regression model. This study found that utilizing multiple predictors substantively 
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improved the fit of the regression model, although the degree of improvement was dependent on cutoff wavelength 
and lubricant conditions [27]. In another study about waviness, Chang et al. [28] found that waviness has high 
correlation coefficients with COF when the contamination is very viscous, while roughness is highly correlated with 
COF when the contamination has low viscosity. The authors reasoned that the shoe rubber is not likely to penetrate 
the highly viscous contamination layer such that hydrodynamic forces will become increasingly relevant over surface 
forces.  

While the prior investigations demonstrate important correlations between topography parameters and COF under 
certain circumstances, the correlation is usually weak with significant scatter in the data, especially when the 
difference in roughness between two surfaces is small [27–29]. Additionally, some surfaces with clear differences in 
roughness show no statistical difference in COF depending on testing conditions [13, 15]. Furthermore, even where 
clear trends exist for a certain material and set of conditions, these trends are often not generalizable to other materials 
and conditions [30, 31]. In summary, existing scalar roughness and waviness parameters from stylus profilometry are 
insufficient to predict friction with high accuracy. 

 
1.3 Recent Literature Showing the Importance of Small-Scale Roughness 
 
An expanding research area focuses on the multi-scale nature of surface topography. Investigations of many kinds of 
natural surfaces including coastlines [32], mountain topography [33], atomic surfaces [34], and fracture surfaces [35–
37] indicate that surfaces are often geometrically hierarchical and are sometimes fractal-like across many scales. This 
multi-scale surface topography can be usefully described by the power spectral density (PSD) [38], which separates 
out the contributions to topography from different lateral length scales. The analytical theory of Persson has 
demonstrated how the PSD can be used to predict tribological properties of a soft, elastic body in contact with a hard 
rough surface [35, 39]. The hysteresis friction can be computed using continuum contact mechanics, applied over all 
scales. This integration over the PSD necessarily depends strongly on the smallest scales at which roughness is present 
on the surface, implying that the small-scale of roughness is significant for determining macroscopic friction [39–41]. 
Even classic single-asperity models of friction by Moore predict the asperity slope to be strongly related to friction 
[42], and it has been shown that the values of RMS slope and curvature of surfaces with multi-scale roughness are 
strongly dependent on the scale at which they are measured. Both of these pictures of rough friction imply that, for 
multi-scale surface roughness, the large-scale friction will be strongly influenced by the short-wavelength (high-
frequency) topography components.  

However, characterizing small-scale roughness is not easy. Prior measurements of floor-tile topography (e.g. Refs. 
[13, 15, 27, 28, 43]) have used stylus and optical profilometry. The former is limited in lateral scale by tip artifacts, 
the latter by the diffraction of light; neither contains any information at lateral scales smaller than approximately 1	µm. 
For smooth materials, atomic force microscopy (AFM) is common for measuring small-scale topography, and this has 
been applied to walking surfaces through the measurement of small-scale topography on a single asphalt particle [40]. 
However, the limited height of the AFM tip and the limited scanning range in the vertical direction [44] constrain the 
use of AFM to surfaces with less than approximately 20 µm in height variation. Most floor tiles contain height 
variations larger than this, and thus limit the use of AFM. Some investigations (e.g. Ref. [45]) have imaged floor tiles 
using SEM, but these have rendered mostly qualitative results, with no quantitative roughness measurements extracted 
from that imaging. In summary, the small-scale topography of floor tiles is almost completely unknown.  
 
1.4 Purpose Statement for This Research 
 

The purpose of this investigation was to quantitatively characterize roughness of three types of floor tiles across 
many length scales, including the typically unmeasured sub-micrometer scale. Multi-scale surface roughness was 
characterized by combining (conventional) stylus profilometry measurements with (unconventional) cross-section 
SEM analysis. This enabled the investigation into how roughness parameters varied across length scale, especially in 
the context of recent models showing the importance of small-scale roughness for friction. 
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2 Experimental Methods 
 
2.1 Flooring Materials Used in this Research and Brief Overview of Prior Methods from Jones et al. 
 
This investigation examined the surface topography of floor tiles in the context of prior measurements of shoe-floor 
friction. The flooring materials used in this research included one ceramic floor tile, and two different types of floor 
tiles typically called quarry stone (they are designated here as “quarry 1” and “quarry 2”). The shoe material used in 
the shoe-floor friction studies was synthetic rubber, and was labeled as “slip-resistant” by the manufacturer. The 
measured COF between various shoes and these floor tiles were previously published in research by Jones et al. [13]. 
The ceramic tile (ADJF250803, ASTM)  was a reference tile that is used in the reference standard ASTM F2508-12a 
[46]. The quarry 1 (0T01881P, Daltile, Dallas, TX, USA) and quarry 2 (01 010 SM 1, Summitville, OH, USA) samples 
are commercial tiles, where the full composition is a trade secret, but they are known to include 15-25 wt% quartz. 
The quarry 2 sample also included abrasive grits on the surface, presumably to improve slip resistance.  

Briefly, the previous study measured the COF using a force plate (Bertec, FP4060, Columbus, OH, USA) and a 
portable slip simulator [47]. The shoe was slid against the floor tile in the presence of canola oil (65.4 cP) [13] to 
simulate an occupational slipping incident in the presence of an oily contaminant. The slipping dynamics were 
captured using a force plate to measure normal and lateral forces. The load was 250 N on average, and the sliding 
speed was 0.5 m/s. All three floor tiles were tested in the same conditions, so that variation of COF between these 
three floor tiles was mainly due to variation of surface topographic characteristics or roughness. The shoes used in 
this study were slip-resistant shoes with tread channels and the data from this study, therefore, is presumed to operate 
in boundary lubrication. 

 
2.2 Characterization of Roughness Using a Stylus Profilometer 
 
Traditional surface topography measurements were performed in the investigation by Jones et al [13] using a stylus 
profilometer. The line profiles were measured with a scan length of 4.0 mm and a point spacing of 0.5 μm over three 
different locations and orientations at one position for each material using a contact profilometer (Surtronic S-100, 
TaylorHobson, AMETEK, Leicester, England). For each material, six surface line profile samples were collected. The 
mean value of average roughness 𝑹𝒂 and root-mean-square slope (of the “roughness” profile) 𝑹𝜟𝒒 were computed 
from these profiles with a 0.8 mm Gaussian frequency cutoff to remove large-wavelength content.  

 
2.3 Characterization of Roughness by SEM 
 
To measure the small-scale roughness, the samples were cross-sectioned and examined in a scanning electron 
microscope. Sample preparation for SEM characterization mostly followed a typical metallographic sample 
preparation technique. First, floor tiles (Fig. 1a) were cut to small bars (1.5 × 1.5 × 10 cm3) using a high-speed table 
saw (Model 65, Powermatic Tools, La Vergne, Tennessee, USA) and then to small squares (1.5 × 1.5 × 0.5 cm3) using 
a low-speed diamond saw (TECHCUT 4TM, Allied High Tech Products Inc, Compton, California, USA) (Fig. 1b). 
Afterwards, these small pieces were cold-mounted at room temperature using a mounting epoxy (EpoxySet Resin & 
Hardener, Allied High Tech Products Inc, Compton, California, USA) in which the ratio of epoxy to hardener was 10 : 
1.2 by weight. The sample mounting protected the edges of the floor-tile samples from being rounded or cracked 
during grinding and polishing. The mounted samples were ground by hand and with a rotating grinder (TWINPREP 
5TM, Allied High Tech Products Inc, Compton, California, USA) with silicon carbide paper at grits of 120, 320, 600, 
and 1200. Then the samples were polished using a rotating wheel (LaboPol-25, Struers, Cleveland, Ohio, USA), with 
slurries of progressively smaller grit particles: 6-μm poly-diamond, 1-μm poly-diamond, and 50-nm colloidal alumina. 
After grinding and polishing, the cross-section surfaces of these sample pieces had a mirror-like finish without visible 
scratches. To reduce charging in SEM, the non-conductive epoxy mounting was removed from the sample prior to 
imaging. This was done by making cuts in the epoxy far from the surface of interest, and then gently breaking the 
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remaining epoxy away from the hard surface. Imaging before and after epoxy removal also verified that the surface 
of interest was not visibly damaged or modified in the process. 

 
Fig. 1 The small-scale roughness of floor-tile samples was measured with cross-section SEM. Samples of 
common floor tiles (a) were sectioned (b) and then mounted in epoxy resin (c). After grinding and polishing, 
the edge representing the original walking surface was imaged in SEM (d) and the line contour of the surface 
was extracted (red circles). 

 
The cross-sections of the floor surface were observed using a scanning electron microscope (Sigma 500VP, Zeiss, 

Oberkochen, Germany) with the secondary-electron detector, as shown in Fig. 1d. Since the stone floor-tile materials 
were non-conductive, a low operating voltage was used (1 kV), with a small working distance (<4 mm). Also, 
conductive tape was applied to the sample, up to but not obscuring the surface of interest. Ten images were collected 
and analyzed for each sample at three different magnifications: ×250, ×5000, and ×100,000. The mounting, grinding, 
and polishing process is not expected to affect the topography based on a prior investigation [48] into small-scale 
topography, which found no statistical difference in topography between cross-section samples and side-view 
measurements of the same materials that were not sectioned. This lack of modification of surface topography by the 
sample preparation process is further corroborated by the good agreement between stylus measurements (performed 
on the un-sectioned samples) and SEM-measured topography from the sectioned sample, as presented later in the 
Discussion section.  

 
2.4 Combining Roughness Measurements Using the Power Spectral Density 
 
The basic methodology for digital image analysis was identical to that for TEM image analysis described in Refs [48, 
49], and used custom Matlab scripts. The surface contours in the SEM images were manually traced point by point 
(red circles in Fig. 1d). Because of the large depth of field in the SEM, various potential line contours were observed, 
including some surfaces that were clearly out of focus (and therefore out of the roughness plane that was being 
characterized). Here, only the in-focus surface contour was traced, as indicated by red circles in Fig. 1d. While this 
practice may lead to some subjectivity in terms of which features are traced, and may include various features with 
different out-of-plane positions, it has been shown in Ref. [48] that these effects do not have a meaningful effect on 
the measured statistics of topography. Any obvious contamination was avoided. In limited cases, there were adjacent 
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points traced with the same lateral coordinate and different height coordinates; these points were eliminated because 
the calculations require a well-behaved function (i.e., a single y value for each x value). In total, three materials were 
measured, each at three magnifications and each of those with ten different locations, for a total of 90 different SEM 
measurements of small-scale topography. 

All extracted profiles were analyzed by computing their PSD, following the procedures defined in Ref. [49]. The 
raw profiles were tilt-corrected and readjusted to have a mean height of zero by subtracting a linear fit. Also, a Hann 
window was applied to eliminate artifacts from the endpoints of a non-periodic measurement in a periodic analysis 
[38]. This is a common step in spectral analysis and is defined by the windowing function: [38, 50]	 

𝑊(*) = *,
-
+
!
" *1 − cos ,.*

/
+                                                           (1) 

where 𝐿 is the sampling length of the profile. The PSD is computed as the square of the Fourier Transform of the line 
scan with height ℎ(𝑥) over lateral position 𝑥 as: [38]  

𝐶(𝑞) = 𝐿018ℎ9(𝑞)8, = 𝐿01 :∫ ℎ(𝑥)/
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where ℎ9(𝑞) is the Fourier transformation of the height, a function of wavevector 𝑞 that is related to wavelength 𝜆 by 
𝑞 = ,.

4
. Because the stylus and SEM measurements produced one-dimensional line profiles, the one-dimensional PSD 

was computed, which is often designated 𝐶15(𝑞) and which has units of [m3]. The 𝐶15 is symmetric about 𝑞 = 0 and 
so only the positive-frequency domain is shown. A single PSD is computed from each of the topography 
measurements. For PSD curves computed from profiles measured by stylus profilometry, artifacts caused by the finite 
size of the scanning tip are removed. Specifically, the tip radius is known to cause blunting of sharp convex features 
and also the presence of sharp kinks in concave features [51, 52]. Quantitatively, a “reliability cutoff” can be 
computed, where all data in the PSD above a critical wavevector 𝑞6  is deemed unreliable. The cutoff 𝑞6  can be 
determined by the following equation: [38] 
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where ℎ7$899 (𝑞6) is the RMS curvature computed by integrating PSD curves beginning from 𝑞 = 0 to 𝑞 = 	𝑞6, 𝑅 is the 
radius of curvature of the tip, and 𝑐 is a constant of order unity. In this study, 𝑅 is evaluated to be 5 μm for a typical 
stylus probe tip and 𝑐 is set to 0.5 [49].  
 Finally, all of the individual PSDs from each topography measurement were combined into a single PSD for the 
surface. This was accomplished using the arithmetic average of the reliable portions of all the PSDs measured on a 
single material. The result is a comprehensive PSD curve that describes the statistics of the surface over all measured 
length scales.  
 
2.5 Computing Roughness Parameters  
 
Instead of computing traditional roughness parameters (Ra, Wq, etc.) which describe a specific range of length scales, 
we choose to report the RMS height ℎ7$8, the RMS slope ℎ7$89 , and the RMS curvature ℎ7$899 . These parameters can 
be computed from individual measurements, and thus can be used to compare how these values change with size scale; 
or they can be computed from the whole multi-scale topography, in which case they represent the most accurate 
possible measurement of the “true” values of height, slope, and curvature of the surface. This analysis is discussed in 
Refs. [38, 49] and is only briefly repeated here. 

For analysis of real-space profiles, the RMS parameters are computed as follows [49]:  
ℎ7$8
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For discrete topography data, we used the first-order trapezoidal approximation to compute these parameters. The 

equations are: [49] 
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where N is the number of data points. 
While Eqs. 4 and 5 apply to individual measurements of surfaces, they cannot be used to compute parameters 

from the whole-scale roughness. Instead, this must be done using the full multi-scale PSD, with Parseval’s theorem 
dictating the equivalence of moments computed in real space or frequency space. Thus, the full multi-scale averaged 
PSD can be integrated to compute values for ℎ7$8 , ℎ7$89 , and ℎ7$899 . The integration over the positive-frequency 
domain takes the following form [38, 49]:  
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3 Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 COF & results from stylus profilometry 
 
The coefficient of friction is reported for shoe-floor slipping measurements on these three floor-tile materials in Table 
1. Also listed are the conventional roughness parameters average roughness 𝑅!  and root-mean-square slope 𝑅C" . 
While both of these roughness parameters are expected [27, 29] to exhibit positive correlation with COF, these 
correlations are not borne out here. Despite large variations in average roughness (the smallest value is 41% smaller 
than the largest value), the variation of COF is slight (the smallest is just 10% less than the largest). Moreover, the 
“smoothest” material (lowest values of 𝑅!  and 𝑅C" ) exhibits the highest friction, while the “roughest” material 
(highest values of 𝑅! and 𝑅C") exhibits an intermediate value of friction. These results run counter to those expected 
correlations and indicate that conventional scalar roughness parameters may not be sufficient to predict shoe-floor 
friction.  

 
Table 1 Average values are reported for shoe-floor COF on the three types of floor tiles as measured with an 
oily contaminant  
 

Floor Tiles Ceramic Quarry 1 Quarry 2 

COF 0.450 ± 0.126 0.355 ± 0.076 0.403 ± 0.089 

𝑅! 3.82 ± 0.19 μm 4.74 ± 0.72 μm 6.51 ± 1.83 μm 
𝑅C" 0.584 ± 0.023 0.644 ± 0.011 0.672 ± 0.046 

Also reported are the mean values of commonly measured scalar roughness parameters 𝑅!  and 𝑅C"  from stylus 
profilometry (with a 0.8-mm cutoff wavelength). Table adapted from Ref. [13] 
 

 
3.2 SEM Observations 
 
Cross-section SEM images demonstrate the surface topography at various size scales, as shown in Fig. 2. Some 
contamination is visible including, e.g., a fiber in Fig. 2a1, but is readily identified and not included in the topography 
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measurement. The imaging also contains some charging effects due to the non-conductive nature of the stone floor-
tile materials. This effect is most prominent at the highest magnification and contributes some rounding of sharp-point 
features. The effect of charge precluded imaging at magnifications higher than ×100,000, and may introduce artifacts 
at the very smallest scales. Even so, the resolution is high enough to measure topography for these samples on scales 
that are significantly smaller than conventional topography techniques. 

 
Fig. 2 Representative cross-section images for the surfaces are shown for samples of ceramic (a), quarry 1 (b), 
and quarry 2 (c) flooring. Images are shown at instrument magnifications of ×250 (left), ×5000 (center), and 
×100,000 (right) 
 
3.3 Computing and Comparing Roughness Parameters from Real-Space Measurements 
 
The RMS height, slope, and curvature have been computed from each topography measurement, including all SEM 
and stylus data. The results are displayed in Fig. 3, and demonstrate the dependence of these parameters on the length 
scale over which they are measured. The RMS height is presented on a log scale as a function of sampling length L, 
since it is most strongly affected by large-scale features. The RMS slope and RMS curvature are presented as a function 
of measurement resolution l, defined as the mean spacing between measured points in stylus or SEM profile, to reflect 
their dependence on small-scale features. The results can be analyzed using the variable bandwidth method (VBM) 
[53, 54], which relates these parameters as  ℎ7$8 ∝ 𝐿D, where 𝐻 is the Hurst exponent [53]. Furthermore, it can be 
shown mathematically [35, 38] that the RMS slope and RMS curvature should vary with pixel size as ℎ7$89 ∝ 𝑙(D01) 
and ℎ7$899 ∝ 𝑙(D0,), respectively. Therefore, all of these parameters have been fit using a power-law relationship to 
extract H. Using RMS height, the best-fit values for Hurst exponent H are: 0.73 ± 0.08 for the ceramic, 0.83 ± 0.07 
for quarry 1, and 0.86 ± 0.06 for quarry 2. Using RMS slope, the best-fit values for H are: 0.98 ± 0.05 for ceramic, 
0.96 ± 0.05 for quarry 1, and 0.95 ± 0.05 for quarry 2. Using the RMS curvature, the best-fit values for H are: 0.98 ± 
0.11 for ceramic, 0.94 ± 0.10 for quarry 1, and 0.93 ± 0.10 for quarry 2. Note that since the values of ℎ7$89  are 
approximately constant (scaling exponent near zero), the measured dependence on H is not statistically significant and 
has a very low R2 value; however, the fits from ℎ7$8 and ℎ7$899  are much more strongly correlated to H (higher R2). If 
we take all of these scaling analyses together, and average the various extracted values for each material, we get the 
following results for H=0.90 for ceramic, H=0.91 for quarry 1, and H=0.90 for quarry 2. Overall, the scaling behavior 
extracted from real-space measurements appears similar for all three materials, despite differences in the absolute 
values of individual roughness metrics. Assessment of the scaling behavior of topography can be performed even 
more accurately using a spectral analysis of results, as is performed in the following sub-section.   
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Fig. 3 Roughness parameters calculated from real-space measurements. RMS parameters ℎ7$8, ℎ7$89 , and ℎ7$899  
are directly calculated from the surface profiles at different scales which are represented by sampling length 𝐿 
or pixel size 𝑙 for ceramic (a), quarry 1 (b), and quarry 2 (c). Power-law fitting is applied separately to ℎ7$8, 
ℎ7$89  and ℎ7$899 . The error is defined as 95% confidence interval of standard error. The coefficient of 
determination is included in each plot 
 
3.4 Computing the Power Spectral Density, and Computing Topography Parameters in Frequency Space 
 
The power spectral density was computed from each individual topography measurement—from stylus and cross-
section SEM—and plotted on the same curve (Fig. 4a-c). Finally, all of the individual PSDs were averaged to create 
one curve for each material, describing the statistics of the whole surface over all measured scales (Fig. 4d). The 
spectral analysis of the multi-scale surface topography demonstrates that these floor-tile samples exhibit self-affine 
fractal-like scaling over a large range of size scales. This scaling is described by fitting the self-affine region with 
𝐶(𝑞) = 𝐶2𝑞0E and extracting the best-fit exponent. The measured 𝛽 values of ceramic, quarry 1 and quarry 2 are 2.83 
± 0.06, 2.82 ± 0.07, and 2.75 ± 0.05, respectively. In the self-affine region, the fractal dimension is 𝐷 = (2𝑛 + 3 −
𝛽)/2 [55], where 𝑛 is the spatial dimension, and is 𝑛=1 for a line-scan surface, yielding 𝐷 = (5 − 𝛽)/2. This fractal 
dimension is also commonly represented as a function of the Hurst exponent as 𝐷 +𝐻 = 𝑛 + 1 = 2 [56]; therefore, 
𝐻 = (𝛽 − 1)/2. Based on calculated values of 𝛽  of the three materials, 𝐻 = 0.92 ± 0.03 for ceramic, and 𝐻 =
0.91 ± 0.04 for quarry 1, and 𝐻 = 0.88 ± 0.03 for quarry 2. These values agree, within experimental uncertainty, 
with the values of H extracted from the real-space power-law fitting of Fig. 3 (𝐻 = 0.90, 0.91, and 0.90, respectively).  
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Fig. 4 The topography of all size scales is characterized by the averaged power spectral density of all 
measurements. Individual PSD curves, plotted as a function of wavevector	𝑞 = ,.

F
, are shown for ceramic (a), 

quarry 1 (b), and quarry 2 (c). The colored lines indicate individual measurements, with color corresponding to 
the technique and magnification (legend), while the black curves indicate the arithmetic average of the individual 
measurements. The unreliable (artifacted) portion of the stylus measurements (light blue for individual 
measurements, dashed black line for averaged PSD) deviates significantly from the true topography, as 
described in the main text. The averaged PSD data aew combined on a single curve (d) to demonstrate the 
similarity of topography at all but the largest scales 

 
The quarry samples are self-affine over the entire range of measured scales: more than five decades of size scale 

from a minimum resolution of 10 nm to a maximum sample size of 4 mm. The ceramic sample is self-affine over 
almost four decades of size scales, but exhibits “roll-off” behavior at the largest scales, where the slope of the power-
law scaling changes at approximately 𝑞 = 5×104 m-1 (𝜆 = 100 μm) from -2.83 in the “self-affine” region to -0.99 in 
the “roll-off region”. The presence of “roll-off” behavior has been well-documented in literature e.g. Refs [35, 57]; 
however, its origin is not well-understood. Prior observations [35] demonstrate that fractured surfaces often lack roll-
off behavior, while agglomerations of particulates tend to demonstrate a clear roll-off point. Furthermore, surface 
treatments like sand blasting and certain polishing techniques can cause roll-off regions to develop and grow. The 
precise manufacturing history of these commercial tiles is unknown, and therefore the roll-off cannot be linked to a 
specific physical origin.  

One key insight that emerges from this analysis is that, despite a large difference (41%) in traditional roughness 
parameters (𝑅! and 𝑅C", Table 1), these three flooring materials are indistinguishable when examined at the small 
scales (right side of Fig. 4d). The scaling behavior of these materials are identical, and it is only the presence of the 
aforementioned roll-off region that differs between them. This means that, at least in some cases, the large-scale 
topography is unrepresentative of the small-scale topography. Because conventional (stylus-profilometry) 
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measurements of topography are primarily focused on this larger-scale region, they can overemphasize differences 
and result in very different roughness parameters, even for surfaces that are similar across the majority of length scales. 
Moreover, some investigations rely on assumptions of self-affinity to extrapolate from large-scale measurements to 
describe the roughness at the smaller scale. While this would work acceptably for the quarry samples, it would produce 
erroneous results for the ceramic sample.  

A second key insight is that, apart from the roll-off region, all surfaces show self-affine scaling behavior down to 
the very smallest scales that were measured. This indicates that flooring surfaces can have a significant contribution 
to roughness from scales that are entirely inaccessible using stylus profilometry. This finding of the similar nature of 
these three surfaces, despite significant variations in traditional roughness parameters, is particularly important in light 
of the recent friction literature (discussed in the Introduction) that demonstrates the importance of smaller-scale 
topography for true contact area, adhesion, and friction. It is not yet clear which scales matter most for shoe-floor 
friction; therefore, these findings support the need for more comprehensive topography characterization to capture 
and assess these previously unmeasured small length scales.  
 
3.5 Computing RMS parameters in frequency space  
 
Because the traditional roughness metrics (Table 1) fail to accurately capture the variations and similarities between 
these three materials, we compute RMS parameters for the entire surface at all measured scales using Parseval’s law 
(see Methods). To be clear, this approach does not make any assumptions about fractal or power-law fits to the data; 
instead, it integrates under the exact PSD curves shown in Fig. 4d to compute their various moments. Table 2 shows 
these measured RMS parameters for the three surfaces. Unlike any real-space calculation, this approach has the 
advantage of computing RMS parameters using all of the multi-scale data that are available. The root-mean-square 
height is largest for the quarry 2, which contains the large-scale abrasive grit, and is smallest for the ceramic surface. 
This reflects the significant differences in the large-scale topography, but these large-scale differences may not be 
especially relevant for friction (see Introduction). Note that these values for ℎ7$8 are significantly larger than the 
values of 𝑅!  (Table 1); however, this simply reflects the fact that 𝑅!  has had the large-scale features (waviness) 
filtered out (per ISO 4287 [22]) while ℎ7$8 includes all size scales. The parameter ℎ7$8 would be analogous to the 
parameter 𝑃" from ISO 4287, if it were possible to measure the surface profile P with large scan size (>4 mm) and 
extremely fine resolution (<10 nm). We choose to report ℎ7$8 here because modeling and simulation literature on 
shoe-rubber friction indicate that all size scales may be important input for shoe-floor friction [12, 58].  

 
Table 2 RMS parameters ℎ7$8, ℎ7$89 , and ℎ7$899  calculated in frequency space from the averaged multi-scale 
PSD curves for each material 

Uncertainty is computed using standard error propagation 
 

As for the RMS slope and curvature, which have been linked to the adhesion and friction performance of surfaces, 
these three different floor tiles show no statistical difference in their measured values. The RMS slope of these surfaces, 
when measured over a large range of size scales, is approximately 0.828, which corresponds to an angle of 40 degrees. 
The RMS curvature of these surfaces, measured over the same scales is 8.01×10G m-1 on average, which corresponds 
to a radius of curvature of about 12 nm. In particular, the RMS slope (ℎ7$89  from Table 2) can be compared to the 
conventional slope value (𝑅C" from Table 1). Using conventional techniques and metrics, the slope is computed to be 
smaller (mean of the three surfaces of 0.63) and more different between surfaces (15% change of largest over smallest); 

Sample RMS height ℎ7$8 (m) RMS slope ℎ7$89  RMS curvature ℎ7$899 	(𝑚01) 

Ceramic 8.24×100H ± 0.74×100H 0.854 ± 0.069 7.80×10G ± 1.15×10G 

Quarry 1 2.70×100I ± 0.69×100I 0.816 ± 0.060 7.11×10G ± 1.05×10G 

Quarry 2 2.71×100I ± 0.43×100I 0.814 ± 0.059 9.13×10G ± 1.86×10G 
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while when all scales of topography are measured, the true slope is measured to be larger (mean of 0.83) with greater 
similarity. In the case of the ceramic sample, the true RMS slope was found to be 46% larger than the slope measured 
using conventional approaches. 

 
These findings provide one possible explanation for the apparent contradiction raised by the investigation of Jones 

et al. where differences in roughness did not follow expected correlations with differences in friction. Conventional 
topography metrics emphasize the large-scale topography, and therefore indicate meaningful differences between 
these three materials. However, as discussed in the Introduction, the smaller-scale topography is expected to contribute 
most significantly to friction for the case of soft surfaces like rubber and hard rough surfaces like floor tiles in the 
boundary-lubrication regime. The lack of a statistically significant difference in the high-q (small length scale) region 
of the PSD, and the related lack of a difference between the computed parameters of ℎ7$89 , and ℎ7$899 , are consistent 
with the similarity (within 10%) of values of COF between the three materials. These results are not claimed to prove 
causation, but rather to provide a possible explanation, and to motivate further investigation into the small-scale 
topography of floor tiles as a possible route to establishing predictive understanding of shoe-floor friction.   
 
4 Conclusions 
 
This study characterized the multi-scale surface roughness of common quarry and ceramic floor tiles using cross-
section scanning electron microscopy and stylus profilometry. Results demonstrate that the surface topography of 
flooring materials is hierarchical and multi-scale, with a significant contribution from scales that are invisible using 
traditional measurement techniques. Scalar roughness parameters were computed from both real-space and frequency-
space measurements and reflected significant deviations from conventional scalar parameters measured using stylus 
profilometry. The findings provide one possible resolution to an apparent paradox from prior work where significant 
differences in topography did not result in meaningful differences in friction; a potential explanation is that the small-
scale topography of these three surfaces is nearly identical. These findings support theoretical and simulation literature 
in suggesting that there may be a significant effect on macroscopic friction due to small-scale topography, and 
therefore motivate further investigation into topography that is unmeasurable using current techniques. 
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